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Abstract Partial differential equations with distributional sources—in particular, involving
(derivatives of) delta distributions—have become increasingly ubiquitous in numerous areas
of physics and applied mathematics. It is often of considerable interest to obtain numerical
solutions for such equations, but any singular (“particle”-like) source modeling invariably
introduces nontrivial computational obstacles. A common method to circumvent these is
through some form of delta function approximation procedure on the computational grid;
however, this often carries significant limitations on the efficiency of the numerical conver-
gence rates, or sometimes even the resolvability of the problem at all.
In this paper, we present an alternative technique for tackling such equations which avoids
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the singular behavior entirely: the “Particle-without-Particle” method. Previously introduced
in the context of the self-force problem in gravitational physics, the idea is to discretize
the computational domain into two (or more) disjoint pseudospectral (Chebyshev-Lobatto)
grids such that the “particle” is always at the interface between them; thus, one only needs
to solve homogeneous equations in each domain, with the source effectively replaced by
jump (boundary) conditions thereon. We prove here that this method yields solutions to
any linear PDE the source of which is any linear combination of delta distributions and
derivatives thereof supported on a one-dimensional subspace of the problem domain. We
then implement it to numerically solve a variety of relevant PDEs: hyperbolic (with appli-
cations to neuroscience and acoustics), parabolic (with applications to finance), and elliptic.
We generically obtain improved convergence rates relative to typical past implementations
relying on delta function approximations.
Keywords Pseudospectral methods · Distributionally-sourced PDEs · Gravitational
self-force · Neural populations · Price formation
1 Introduction
Mathematical models often have to resort—be it out of expediency or mere ignorance—to
deliberately idealized descriptions of their contents. A common idealization across different
fields of applied mathematics is the use of the Dirac delta distribution, often simply referred
to as the delta “function”, for the purpose of describing highly localized phenomena: that is
to say, phenomena the length scale of which is significantly smaller, in some suitable sense,
than that of the problem into which they figure, and the (possibly complicated) internal
structure of which can thus be safely (or safely enough) ignored in favour of a simple “point-
like” cartoon. Canonical examples of this from physics are notions such as “point masses”
in gravitation or “point charges” in electromagnetism.
Yet, despite their potentially powerful conceptual simplifications, introducing distribu-
tions into any mathematical model is something that must be handled with great technical
care. In particular, let us suppose that our problem of interest has the very general form
Lu = S in U ⊆ Rn , (1)
where L is an n-dimensional (partial, if n > 1) differential operator (of arbitrary order
m), u is a quantity to be solved for (a function, a tensor etc.) and we assume that S—
the “source”—is distributional in nature, i.e. we have S : D(U ) → R, where we use the
common notation D(U ) to refer to the set of smooth compactly-supported functions, i.e.
“test functions”, on U . It follows, therefore, that u—if it exists—must also be distributional
in nature. So strictly speaking, from the point of view of the classic theory of distributions
[1], the problem (1) is only well-defined—and hence may admit distributional solutions
u—provided that L is linear1.
The problem with a nonlinear L is essentially that, classically, products of distributions
do not make sense [2]. While there has certainly been work by mathematicians aiming to
generalize the theory of distributions so as to accommodate this possibility [3–5], in the
1 Here the terms “linear”/“nonlinear” have their standard meaning from the theory of partial differential
equations.
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standard setting we are only really allowed to talk of linear problems of the form (1). Op-
portunely, very many of the typical problems in physics and applied mathematics involving
distributions take precisely this form.
The inspiration for considering (1) in general in this paper actually comes from a setting
where one does, in fact, encounter non-linearities a priori: namely, gravitational physics.
(For a general discussion regarding the treatment of distributions therein, see Ref. [6].) In
particular, equations such as (1) arise when attempting to describe the backreaction of a
body with a “small” mass upon the spacetime through which it moves—known as its self-
force [7–16]. (A similar version of this problem exists in electromagnetism, where a “small”
charge backreacts upon the electromagnetic field that determines its motion [12, 17–19].)
In the full Einstein equations of general relativity, which can be regarded as having the
schematic form (1) with u describing the gravitational field (that is, the spacetime geometry,
in the form of the metric) and S denoting the matter source (the stress-energy-momentum
tensor), L is a nonlinear operator. Nevertheless, for a distributional S (representing the
“small” mass as a “point particle” source) one can legitimately seek solutions to a linearized
version of (1) in the context of perturbation theory, i.e. at first order in an expansion of
L in the mass. The detailed problem, in this case, turns out to be highly complex, and in
practice, u must be computed numerically. The motivation for this, we may add, is not just
out of purely theoretical or foundational concern—the calculation of the self-force is also
of significant applicational value for gravitational wave astronomy. To wit, it will in fact be
indispensable for generating accurate enough waveform templates for future space-based
gravitational wave detectors such as LISA [20, 21] vis-à-vis extreme-mass-ratio binary sys-
tems, which are expected to be among the most fruitful sources thereof. For these reasons,
having at our disposal a practical and efficient numerical method for handling equations of
the form (1) is of consequential interest.
What is more, these sorts of partial differential equations (PDEs) arise frequently in
other fields as well; indeed, (1) can adequately characterize quite a wide variety of (linear)
mathematical phenomena assumed to be driven by “localized sources”. A few examples,
which we will consider one by one in different sections of this paper, are the following:
(i) First-order hyperbolic PDEs: in neuroscience, advection-type PDEs with a delta func-
tion source can be used in the modeling of neural populations [22–25];
(ii) Parabolic PDEs: in finance, heat-type PDEs with delta function sources are sometimes
used to model price formation [26–31];
(iii) Second-order hyperbolic PDEs: in acoustics, wave-type PDEs with delta function (or
delta derivative) sources are used to model monopoles (or, respectively, multipoles) [32,
33]; more complicated equations of this form also appear, for example, in seismology
models [32, 34–37], which we will briefly comment upon.
(iv) Elliptic PDEs: Finally, we will look at a simple Poisson equation with a singular source
[38]; such equations can describe, for example, the potential produced by a very local-
ized charge in electrostatics.
1.1 Scope of this paper
The purpose of this paper is to explicate and generalize a practical method for numeri-
cally solving equations like (1), as well as to illustrate its broad applicability to the various
problems listed in (i)-(iv) above. Previously implemented with success only in the specific
context of the self-force problem [39–46], we dub it the “Particle-without-Particle” (PwP)
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method. (Other methods for the computation of the self-force have also been developed
based on matching the properties of the solutions on the sides of the delta distributions—
see, e.g., the indirect (source-free) integration method of Refs. [47–52].) The basic idea of
the PwP approach is the following: One begins by writing u as a sum of distributions each
of which has support outside (plus, if necessary, at the location of) the points where S is
supported; one then solves the equations for each of these pieces of u and finally matches
them in such a way that their sum satisfies the original problem (1). In fact, as we shall
soon elaborate upon, this approach will not work in general for all possible problems of the
form (1). However, we will prove that it will always work if, rather than the source being a
distribution defined on all of U , we have instead S : D(I )→ R with I ⊆ R representing
a one-dimensional subspace of U .
To make things more concrete, let us briefly describe this procedure using the simplest
possible example: let f : U → R be an arbitrary given function and suppose S = fδ
where δ : D(I ) → R is the delta function supported at some point xp ∈ I . Then, to
solve (1), one would assume the decomposition (or “ansatz”) u = u−Θ− + u+Θ+ with
Θ± : D(I ) → R denoting appropriately defined Heaviside distributions (supported to the
right/left of xp, respectively), and u± : U → R being simple functions (not distributions)
to be solved for. Inserting such a decomposition for u into (1), one obtains homogeneous
equations Lu± = 0 on the appropriate domains, supplemented by the necessary boundary
conditions (BCs) for these equations at xp ∈ I , explicitly determined by f . Generically, the
latter arise in the form of relations between the limits of u− and u+ (and/or the derivatives
thereof) at xp, and for this reason are called “jump conditions” (JCs). Effectively, the latter
completely replace the “point” source S in the original problem, now simply reduced to
solving sourceless equations—hence the nomenclature of the method.
While in principle one can certainly contemplate the adaptation of these ideas into a vari-
ety of established approaches for the numerical solution of PDEs, we will focus specifically
on their implementation through pseudospectral collocation (PSC) methods on Chebyshev-
Lobatto (CL) grids. The principal advantages thereof lie in their typically very efficient
(exponential) rates of numerical convergence as well as the ease of incorporating and mod-
ifying BCs (JCs) throughout the evolution. Indeed, PSC methods have enjoyed very good
success in past work [39–46] on the PwP approach for self-force calculations (and in grav-
itational physics more generally [53], including arbitrary precision implementations [54]),
and so we shall not deviate very much from this recipe in the models considered in this
paper. Essentially the main difference will be that here, instead of the method of lines which
featured in most of the past PwP self-force work, we will for the most part carry out the
time evolution using the simplest first-order forward finite difference scheme; we do this,
on the one hand, so that we may illustrate the principle of the method explicitly in a very
elementary way without too many technical complications, and on the other, to show how
well it can work even with such basic tactics. Depending on the level of accuracy and com-
putational efficiency required for any realistic application, these procedures can naturally be
complexified (to higher order, more domains, more complicated domain compactifications
etc.) for properly dealing with the sophistication of the problem at hand.
To summarize, past work using the PwP method only solved a specific form of Eq. (1)
pertinent to the self-force problem: that is, with a particular choice of L and S (upon which
we will comment more later). It did not consider the question of the extent to which the
idea of the method could be useful in general for solving distributionally-sourced PDEs.
These appear, as enumerated above, in many other fields of study—and we submit that a
method such as this would be of valuable benefit to researchers working therein. The nov-
elty of the present paper will thus be to formulate a completely general PwP method for any
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distributionally-sourced (linear) problem of the form (1) with the single limiting condition
that supp(S) ⊂ I ⊆ U where dim(I ) = 1. We will prove rigorously why and how the
method works for such problems, and then we will implement it to obtain numerical solu-
tions to the variety of different applications mentioned earlier in order to illustrate its broad
practicability. We will see that, in general, this method either matches or improves upon
the results of other methods existent in the literature for tackling distributionally-sourced
PDEs—and we turn to a more detailed discussion of this topic in the next subsection.
1.2 Comparison with other methods in the literature
Across all areas of application, the most commonly encountered—and, perhaps, most
naively suggestible—strategy for numerically solving equations of the form (1) is to rely
upon some sort of delta function approximation procedure on the computational grid
[38, 55–57]. For instance, the simplest imaginable choice in this vein is just a narrow hat
function (centered at the point where the delta function is supported, and having total mea-
sure 1) which, for better accuracy, one can upgrade to higher-order polynomials, or even
trigonometric functions. Another readily evocable possibility is to use a narrow Gaussian—
and indeed, this is one option that has in fact been tried in self-force computations as well
(see Ref. [58], for example). However, this unavoidably introduces into the problem an ad-
ditional, artificial length scale: that is, the width of the Gaussian, which a priori need not
have anything to do with the actual (“physical”) length scale of the source. Moreover, there
is the evident drawback that no matter how small this artificial length scale is chosen, the
solutions will never be well-resolved close to the distributional source location: there will
always be some sort of Gibbs-type phenomenon2 there.
Methods for solving (1) which are closer in spirit to our PwP method have been explored
in Refs. [61] and [62]. In particular, both of these works have used the idea of placing
the distributional source at the interface of computational grids—however, they tackle the
numerical implementation differently than we do.
In the case of Ref. [61]—which, incidentally, is also concerned with the self-force
problem—the difference is that the authors use a discontinuous Galerkin method (rather
than spectral methods, as in our PwP approach), and the effect of the distributional source
is accounted for via a modification of the numerical flux at the “particle” location. This re-
lies essentially upon a weak formulation of the problem, wherein a choice has to be made
about how to assign measures to the distributional terms over the relevant computational
domains. In contrast, we directly solve only for smooth solutions supported away from the
“particle” location, and account for the distributional source simply by imposing adequate
boundary—i.e. jump— conditions there.
Ref. [62] is closer to our approach in this sense, as the authors there also use spectral
methods and also account for the distributional source via jump conditions. However, the
difference with our method is that Ref. [62] treats these jump conditions as additional con-
straints (rather than built-in boundary conditions) for the smooth solutions away from the
distributional source, thus over-determining the problem. That being the case, the authors
are led to the need to define a functional (expressing how well the differential equations
2 The Gibbs phenomenon, originally discovered by Henry Wilbraham [59] and rediscovered by J. Willard
Gibbs [60], refers generally to an overshoot in the approximation of a piecewise continuously differentiable
function near a jump discontinuity.
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plus the jump conditions are satisfied) to be minimized—constituting what they refer to as
a “least squares spectral collocation method”. There is however no unique way to choose
this functional. Moreover, the complication of introducing it is not at all necessary: our ap-
proach, in contrast, simply replaces the discretization of (the homogeneous version of) the
differential equations at the “particle” location with the corresponding jump conditions (i.e.
it imposes the jump conditions as boundary conditions, by construction—something which
PSC methods are precisely designed to be able to handle), leading to completely determined
systems in all cases which are solved directly, without further complications.
Finally, neither Ref. [61] nor [62] analyzed to any significant extent the conditions under
which their methods might be applicable to more general distributionally-sourced PDEs. As
mentioned, in the present paper we will devote a careful proof entirely to this issue.
This paper is structured as follows. Following some mathematical preliminaries in Sec-
tion 2, we prove in Section 3 how the PwP method can be formulated and applied to prob-
lems with the most general possible “point” source S : D(I ) → R, that is, one containing
an arbitrary number of (linearly combined) delta derivatives and supported at an arbitrary
number of points in I . Thus, one can use it on any type of (linear) PDE involving such
sources, which we illustrate with the applications listed in (i)-(iv) above in Sections 4-7
respectively. Finally, we give concluding remarks in Section 8.
2 Setup
We wish to begin by establishing some basic notation and then reviewing some pertinent
properties of distributions that we will need to make use of later on. While we will certainly
strive to maintain a fair level of mathematical rigour here and throughout this paper (at
least, insofar as a certain amount of formal precaution is inevitably necessary when dealing
with distributions), our principal aim remains that of presenting practical methodologies;
hence the word “distribution” may at times be liberally interchanged for “function” (e.g. we
may say “delta function” instead of “delta distribution”) and some notation possibly slightly
abused, when the context is clear enough to not pose dangers for confusion.
2.1 Distributionally-sourced linear PDEs
Consider the problem (1) with S : D(I ) → R, where I ⊆ R is a one-dimensional
subspace of U ⊆ Rn, as discussed in the introduction. Then we can view U as a product
space, U = I × V with V = U /I ⊆ Rn−1, and write coordinates on U as x = (x,y)
with x ∈ I and y = (y1, . . . , yn−1) ∈ V , such that
f : U = I × V ⊆ R× Rn−1 = Rn → R
x = (x,y) = (x, y1, . . . , yn−1) 7→ f (x) (2)
denotes any arbitrary function on U .
It is certainly possible, in the setup we are about to describe, to have V = ∅, i.e. problems
involving just ODEs (onU = I ) of the form (1)—and, in fact, our first elementary example
illustrating the PwP method in the following section will be of such a kind. For the more
involved numerical examples we will study in later sections, we will most often be dealing
with functions of two variables, x ∈ I for “space” (or some other pertinent parameter) and
t ∈ V ⊆ R for time.
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For any function (2) involved in these problems, we will sometimes use the notation
f ′ = ∂xf for the “spatial” derivative; also, we may employ f˙ = ∂tf for the partial derivative
with respect to time t when {t} is (a subspace of) V .
Now, as in the introduction, let L be any general m-th order linear differential operator.
The sorts of PDEs (1) that we will be concerned with have the basic form
Lu = S = fδ(p) + gδ
′
(p) + · · · , (3)
where f(x), g(x) etc. are “source” functions prescribed by the problem at hand, and we
employ the convenient notation
δ(p) (x) = δ (x− xp (y)) (4)
to indicate the Dirac delta distribution on I centered at the “particle location” xp(y)—the
functional form of which can be either specified a priori, or determined via some given
prescription as the solution u itself is evolved. When there is no risk of confusion, we may
sometimes omit the y dependence in our notation and simply write xp.
In fact, our PwP method can even deal with multiple, sayM , “particles”. PwP computa-
tions of the self-force have actually only requiredM = 1 (there being only one “particle” in-
volved in the problem), so the general M ≥ 1 case has not been considered up to now. Con-
cordantly, to express our problem of interest (3) in the most general possible form, let us em-
ploy the typical PDE notation for “multi-indices” [63], α = (α0, α1, . . . , αn−1) with each
αI ∈ Z≥ being a non-negative integer (indexed from I = 0 to I = n−1 so as to make sense
vis-à-vis our coordinate notation onU , instead of the more usual practice to label them from
1 to n), and |α| = ∑n−1I=0 αI . Furthermore, we define α! = ∏n−1I=0 αI !. Thus, the most gen-
eral m-th order linear partial differential operator can be written as L =
∑
|α|≤m ξ
α(x)Dα
where ξα : U → R are arbitrary functions and Dα = ∂|α|/∂xα0∂yα11 · · · ∂yαn−1n−1 . Hence,
we are dealing with any problem which can be placed into the form
∑
|α|≤m
ξα (x)Dαu (x) =
M∑
i=1
K∑
j=0
f ij (x) δ(j) (x− xpi (y)) , (5)
with f ij : U → R denoting the “source” functions (for the j-th delta derivative of the i-th
particle) and K ∈ Z≥ the highest order of the delta function derivatives in S, appropriately
supplemented by initial/boundary conditions (ICs/BCs).
Let us give a few basic examples to render this setup more palpable. One very sim-
ple example—that which will serve as our first illustration of the PwP method in the next
section—is the simple harmonic oscillator with a constant delta function forcing (source)
term—that is, the ODE (with V = ∅):
u′′ + u = aδ(p) , (6)
where δ(p)(x) = δ(x − xp) for some fixed xp ∈ I , and a ∈ R. Another example is the
wave equation with a moving singular source,(
∂2t − ∂2x
)
u (x, t) = f (x, t) δ (x− xp (t)) , (7)
with xp(t) specified as a function of time.
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2.2 Properties of distributions
We now wish to remind the reader of a few basic properties of distributions before proceed-
ing to describe the PwP procedure; for a good detailed exposition, see e.g. Ref. [64].
Let f : U → R be, as before, any function involved in the problem (5). We denote by
fp : V →R
y 7→ fp (y) = f (xp (y) ,y) (8)
the function evaluated at the “particle” position.
Furthermore, let φ ∈ D(I ) be any test function on I . Then we define the action of the
distribution associated with f as:
〈f, φ〉 =
∫
I
dx f (x,y)φ (x) . (9)
We say that two functions f and g are equivalent in the sense of distributions if
〈f, φ〉 = 〈g, φ〉 ⇔ f ≡ g . (10)
An identity which will be important for us in discussing the PwP method is the following
[3, 65]:
f (x,y) δ(n)(p) (x) ≡ (−1)n
n∑
j=0
(−1)j
(
n
j
)
f (n−j)p (y) δ
(j)
(p) (x) , (11)
where δ(n)(p) = ∂
n
x δ(p). For concreteness, let us write down the first three cases explicitly
here:
f (x,y) δ(p) (x) ≡ fp (y) δ(p) (x) , (12)
f (x,y) δ′(p) (x) ≡ − f ′p (y) δ(p) (x) + fp (y) δ′(p) (x) , (13)
f (x,y) δ′′(p) (x) ≡ f ′′p (y) δ(p) (x)− 2f ′p (y) δ′(p) (x) + fp (y) δ′′(p) (x) . (14)
For the interested reader, we offer in Appendix A a proof by induction of the formula (11),
which is instructive for appreciating the subtleties generally involved in manipulating distri-
butions.
Let
Θ±(p) (x) = Θ (± (x− xp (y))) (15)
be the Heaviside function which is supported to the right/left (respectively) of xp. Then, we
have:
∂xΘ
±
(p) = ± δ(p) , (16)
∂yjΘ
±
(p) = ∓
(
∂yjxp
)
δ(p) , (17)
and so on for higher order partials.
For notational expediency, we may sometimes omit the (p) subscript on the Heaviside
functions (and derivatives thereof) when the context is sufficiently clear.
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3 The “Particle-without-Particle” method
As discussed heuristically in the introduction, the basic idea of our method for solving (5)
is to effectively eliminate the “point”-like source or “particle” from the problem by de-
composing the solution u into a series of distributions: specifically, Heaviside functions
Θi : D(I ) → R supported in each of the M + 1 disjoint regions of I \supp(S) (i.e.
supp(Θi) ∩ supp(S) = ∅,∀i and supp(Θi) ∩ supp(Θj) = ∅,∀i 6= j) and, if necessary,
delta functions (plus delta derivatives) at supp(S):
u =
M∑
i=0
uiΘi +
M∑
i=1
K−m∑
j=0
hijδ
(j)
(pi) , (18)
where ui : U → R and we need to include the second sum with hij : V → R only if
K ≥ m.
We will prove in this section that one can always obtain solutions of the form (18) to the
problem (5). In particular, inserting (18) into (5) will always yield homogeneous equations
Lui = 0 in (I \supp(S))× V , (19)
along with JCs on (the derivatives of) u—and possibly (derivatives of) hij if applicable. In
general, we define the “jump” [·]p : V → R in the value of any function f : U → R at
xp(y) as
[f ]p (y) = lim
x→xp(y)+
f (x,y)− lim
x→xp(y)−
f (x,y) . (20)
Henceforth, for convenience, we will generally omit the y-dependence and simply write
[f ]p.
First we will work through a simple example in order to offer a more concrete sense of
the method, and afterwards we will show in general how (18) solves (5).
3.1 Simple example
We illustrate here the application of our PwP method to a very simple ODE (and single-
particle) example. We will consider the problem
Lu = u′′ + u = aδ + bδ
′
, x ∈ I = [−L,L] , u (±L) = 0 , (21)
where δ is simply the delta function centered at xp = 0.
We begin by decomposing u as
u = u−Θ− + u+Θ+ , (22)
where Θ±(x) = Θ(±x), and we insert this into (21). Using (16), the LHS becomes simply
Lu (x) =u′′ (x) + u (x) (23)
=
{
Lu− (x)
}
Θ− (x) +
{
Lu+ (x)
}
Θ+ (x)
+
{
−2 (u− (x))′ + 2 (u+ (x))′} δ (x)
+
{−u− (x) + u+ (x)} δ′ (x) . (24)
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Now before we can equate this to the distributional terms in the source (RHS), we must apply
the identity (11). In particular, we use f(x)δ(x) ≡ fpδ(x) and f(x)δ′(x) ≡ −f ′pδ(x) +
fpδ
′(x). Thus, the above becomes
Lu (x) ≡ {Lu− (x)}Θ− (x) + {Lu+ (x)}Θ+ (x)
+
{
−2 (u−)′
p
+ 2
(
u+
)′
p
}
δ (x)
+
{(
u−
)′
p
− (u+)′
p
}
δ (x) +
{−u−p + u+p } δ′ (x) (25)
=
{
Lu− (x)
}
Θ− (x) +
{
Lu+ (x)
}
Θ+ (x) + [u′]p δ (x) + [u]p δ
′ (x) . (26)
Plugging this into the DE (21), we have{
Lu−
}
Θ− +
{
Lu+
}
Θ+ + [u′]p δ + [u]p δ
′ ≡ aδ + bδ′ . (27)
Therefore the original problem is equivalent to the system of equations:
Lu− = 0, x ∈ D− = [−L, 0] , u− (−L) = 0 ,
Lu+ = 0, x ∈ D+ = [0, L] , u+ (L) = 0 ,
[u]p = b, [u′]p = a .
(28)
Let us solve (28), for simplicity, taking L = pi/4. The left homogeneous equation in
(28) has the general solution u− = A− cos(x) + B− sin(x), and the BC tells us that 0 =
u−(−pi/4) = 1√2 (A− −B−), i.e.
A− −B− = 0 . (29)
The right homogeneous equation in (28) similarly has general solution u+ = A+ cos(x) +
B+ sin(x), with the BC stating 0 = u+(pi/4) = 1√2 (A
+ +B+), i.e.
A+ +B+ = 0 . (30)
So far we have two equations (29)-(30) for four unknowns (the integration constants in
the general solutions). It is the JCs in (28) that provide us with the remaining necessary
equations to fix the solution. We have u−(0) = A−, (u−)′(0) = B−, u+(0) = A+ and
(u+)′(0) = B+ (understood in the appropriate limit approaching xp = 0). Hence the JCs
tell us:
b = [u]p = u
+(0)− u−(0) = A+ −A− , (31)
a = [u′]p = (u
+)′(0)− (u−)′(0) = B+ −B− . (32)
(We can think of the JCs as a mixing of the degrees of freedom in the homogeneous solutions
in such a way that they “link together” to produce the solution generated by the original
distributional source.) Solving (29)-(32), we get A− = −a+b2 = B−, A+ = −a−b2 =−B+. We now have the full solution to our original problem (21):
u (x) = −a+ b2 (cos (x) + sin (x))Θ (−x)−
a− b
2 (cos (x)− sin (x))Θ (x) . (33)
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3.2 General proof
Suppose we have M “particles” located at supp(S) = {xpi}Mi=1 ⊂ I , as in the problem
(5), with xp1 < xp2 < · · · < xpM . (NB: For M ≥ 2, if there exists any subset of V
where it should happen that xpi(y) > xpi+1(y) as a consequence of the y-evolution, we
can, without loss of generality, simply swap indices within that subset so as to always have
xpi < xpi+1 ,∀i.) Furthermore let us assume for the moment that the maximum order of
delta function derivatives in the source is one less than the order of the PDE (or smaller),
i.e. K = m − 1. In this case, we do not need to consider the second term on the RHS of
(18), i.e. u is just split up into pieces which are supported only in between all the particle
locations: u0(x) to the left of xp1 , u1(x) between xp1 and xp2 , ..., ui(x) between xpi and
xpi+1 , ..., and finally u
M to the right of xpM . Thus, we take
u =
M∑
i=0
uiΘi , (34)
where we define
Θi =

Θ−(p1) , i = 0 ,
Θ+(pi) −Θ
+
(pi+1) , 1 ≤ i ≤M − 1 ,
Θ+(pM ) , i = M ,
(35)
denoting, as before, Θ±(pi)(x) = Θ(±(x − xpi(y))). Another way of stating this is that we
assume for u a piecewise decomposition
u =

u0 , x ∈ D0 ,
...
uM , x ∈ DM ,
(36)
where the D i’s are disjoint subsets of I between each “particle location”, i.e.
I = supp (S) ∪
(
M⋃
i=0
D i
)
, (37)
where
D i =

{x ∈ I |x < xp1} , i = 1 ,{
x ∈ I |xpi < x < xpi+1
}
, 1 ≤ i ≤M − 1 ,
{x ∈ I |xpM < x} , i = M .
(38)
The general strategy, then, is to insert (34) into (5), and to obtain a set of equations by
matching (regular function) terms multiplying the same derivative order of the Heaviside
distributions. Explicitly, using the Leibniz rule, we get
Lu =
M∑
i=0
∑
|α|≤m
∑
|β|≤|α|
(
α
β
)
ξα
(
Dα−βui
) (
DβΘi
)
=
M∑
i=1
m−1∑
j=0
f ijδ
(j)
(pi) . (39)
At zeroth order in derivatives of the Heaviside functions, i.e. the sum of all |β| = 0
terms in the LHS above, we will always simply obtain—in the absence of any Heaviside
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functions on the RHS—a set of M +1 homogeneous equations, which constitute simply the
original equation on each disjoint subset of I but with no source:
M∑
i=0
( ∑
|α|≤m
ξαDαui
)
Θi = 0⇔ Lui = 0 in D i × V , ∀i . (40)
At first order and higher in the Heaviside derivatives (thus, zeroth order and higher in
delta function derivatives), i.e. the sum of all |β| 6= 0 terms in the LHS of (39), we have
terms of the form
DβΘi = ∂β0x ∂β1y1 · · · ∂βn−1yn−1

Θ−(p1) , i = 0 ,
Θ+(pi) −Θ
+
(pi+1) , 1 ≤ i ≤M − 1 ,
Θ+(pM ) , i = M ,
(41)
=
|β|−1∑
j=0

F 0jδ
(j)
(p1) , i = 0 ,
F ijδ
(j)
(pi) +G
ijδ
(j)
(pi+1) , 1 ≤ i ≤M − 1 ,
FMjδ
(j)
(pM ) , i = M ,
(42)
for some y-dependent functions F ij : V → R and Gij : V → R which arise from the im-
plicit differentiation (e.g., Eqns. (16)-(17)), and the precise form of which does not concern
us for the present purposes. Plugging (42) into (39) and manipulating the sums, we get
M∑
i=1
∑
|α|≤m
∑
0<|β|≤|α|
|β|−1∑
j=0
Φα,β,ijδ
(j)
(pi) =
M∑
i=1
m−1∑
j=0
f ijδ
(j)
(pi) . (43)
where for convenience we have defined
Φα,β,ij (x) =
(
α
β
)
ξα (x)
(
F ij (y)Dα−βui (x) +Hij (y)Dα−βui−1 (x)
)
, (44)
for some y-dependent functions Hij : V → R (related to F ij and Gij , and the precise form
of which is also unimportant). At this point, one must be careful: before drawing conclusions
regarding the equality of terms (the coefficients of the delta function derivatives) in (43), one
should apply the identity (11). Doing this, one obtains:
∑
α,β,i,j
j∑
k=0
(−1)j+k
(
j
k
)(
∂j−kx Φ
α,β,ij
)
pi
δ
(k)
(pi) =
∑
i,j
j∑
k=0
(−1)j+k
(
j
k
)(
∂j−kx f
ij
)
pi
δ
(k)
(pi) ,
(45)
with the omitted summation limits as before. Thus, we see that on the LHS, we have terms
involving
∂j−kx Φ
α,β,ij = ∂j−kx
{(
α
β
)
ξα
(
F ijDα−βui +HijDα−βui−1
)}
(46)
=
(
α
β
){
F ij∂j−kx
(
ξαDα−βui
)
+Hij∂j−kx
(
ξαDα−βui−1
)}
(47)
=
(
α
β
) j−k∑
l=0
(
j − k
l
)(
∂j−k−lx ξ
α
) [
F ij
(
∂lxD
α−βui
)
+Hij
(
∂lxD
α−βui−1
)]
.
(48)
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Thus, defining the y-dependent functions
Ψα,β,ijkl = (−1)j+k
(
j
k
)(
j − k
l
)(
α
β
)(
∂j−k−lx ξ
α
)
pi
, (49)
ψijk = (−1)j+k
(
j
k
)(
∂j−kx f
ij
)
pi
, (50)
we can use (48) to write (45) in the form:∑
α,β,i,j,k,l
Ψα,β,ijkl
[
F ij
(
∂lxD
α−βui
)
pi
+Hij
(
∂lxD
α−βui−1
)
pi
]
δ
(k)
(pi) =
∑
i,j,k
ψijkδ
(k)
(pi) ,
(51)
where the terms involving ui partials “at the particle” should be understood as the limit
evaluated from the appropriate direction, i.e.(
Dγui (x)
)
pi
= lim
x→x+pi
Dγui (x,y) , (52)(
Dγui−1 (x)
)
pi
= lim
x→x−pi
Dγui (x,y) . (53)
Having obtained (51), we can finally match the coefficients of each δ(k)(pi) to obtain the JCs
with which the homogeneous equations (40) must be supplemented.
Let us now extend this method to problems where the maximum order of delta function
derivatives in the source equals or exceeds the order of the PDE, i.e. K ≥ m, a case not
previously required—and hence not yet considered—in any of the past PwP work on the
self-force. To do this, we just add to our ansatz the second term on the RHS of (18), which
for convenience we denote uδ; that is:
u =
M∑
i=0
uiΘi + uδ , uδ =
M∑
i=1
K−m∑
j=0
hijδ
(j)
(pi) , (54)
with hij(y) to be solved for. Inserting (54) into (5) we get, on the LHS of the PDE, the
homogeneous problems (at zeroth order) as before, then the LHS of (51) due again to the
sum of Heaviside functions term in (54), plus the following due to the sum of delta function
derivatives:
Luδ =
∑
|α|≤m
ξαDα
M∑
i=1
K−m∑
j=0
hijδ
(j)
(pi) (55)
=
∑
α,i,j
∑
|β|≤|α|
(
α
β
)
ξα
(
Dα−βhij
)(
Dβδ
(j)
(pi)
)
, (56)
using the Leibniz rule. Next, we employ the Faà di Bruno formula [66] to carry out the
implicit differentiation of the delta function derivatives; writing (n− 1) dimensional multi-
indices on V (pertaining only to the y variables) with tildes, e.g. β˜ = (β1, . . . , βn−1), we
have the following:
Dβδ
(j)
(pi) = D
β˜δ
(j+β0)
(pi) = β˜!
|β˜|∑
l=1
δ
(j+β0+l)
(pi)
|β˜|∑
s=1
∑
Ps(β˜,l)
s∏
k=1
(
−Dλ˜kxpi
)qk
qk!
(
λ˜k!
)qk , (57)
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where Ps(β˜, l) = {(q1, . . . , qs; λ˜1, . . . , λ˜s) : qk > 0, 0 ≺ λ˜1 ≺ · · · ≺ λ˜s,
∑s
k=1 qk = l
and
∑s
k=1 qkλ˜k = β˜}. Therefore, with all the summation limits the same as above, we get
Luδ =
∑
α,β,i,j,l,s
∑
Ps(β˜,l)
(
α
β
)
β˜!ξα
(
Dα−βhij
)
δ
(j+β0+l)
(pi)
s∏
k=1
(
−Dλ˜kxpi
)qk
qk!
(
λ˜k!
)qk . (58)
Finally, we use the distributional identity (11) to obtain
Luδ ≡
∑
α,β,i,j,l,s
∑
Ps(β˜,l)
(
α
β
)
β˜!
(Dα−βhij) s∏
k=1
(
−Dλ˜kxpi
)qk
qk!
(
λ˜k!
)qk

pi
× (−1)j+β0+l
j+β0+l∑
r=0
(−1)r
(
j + β0 + l
r
)(
∂j+β0+l−rx ξ
α
)
pi
δ
(r)
(pi) , (59)
with which the higher order delta function derivatives on the RHS of (5) can be matched.
3.3 Limitations of the method
Let us now discuss more amply the potential issues one is liable to encounter in any attempt
to extend the PwP method further beyond the setup we have described so far.
Firstly, we stress once more that the method is applicable only to linear PDEs. As
pointed out in the introduction, this is simply an inherent limitation of the classic theory
of distributions. In particular, there it has long been proved [2] (see also the discussion in
Ref. [5]) that there does not exist a differential algebra (A,+,⊗, δ) wherein the real distribu-
tions can be embedded, and: (i) ⊗ extends the product over C0(R); (ii) δ : A→ A extends
the distributional derivative; (iii) ∀u, v ∈ A, the product rule δ(u⊗v) = (δu)⊗v+u⊗(δv)
holds. Attempts have been made to overcome this and create a sensible nonlinear theory
of distributions by defining and working with more general objects dubbed “generalized
functions” [4]. Nonetheless, these have their own drawbacks (e.g. they sacrifice coherence
between the product over C0(R) and that of the differential algebra), and different formula-
tions are actively being investigated by mathematicians [5,67]. A PwP method for nonlinear
problems in the context of these formulations could be an interesting line of inquiry for
future work.
Secondly, as we have seen, the PwP method as developed here is guaranteed to work
only for those (linear) PDEs the source S of which is a distribution not on the entire problem
domain U , but only on a one-dimensional subspace I of that domain. One may sensibly
wonder whether this situation can be improved, i.e. whether a similar procedure could suc-
ceed in tackling equations with sources involving (derivatives of) delta functions in multiple
variables—yet, one may also immediately realize that such an attempted extension quickly
leads to significant complications and potentially impassable problems. Let us suppose that
the source contains (derivatives of) delta functions in n¯ > 1 variables. We still define I
such that supp(S) ⊂ I , so now we have I ⊆ Rn¯, and let us adapt the rest of our notation
accordingly so that an arbitrary function on U is
f : U = I × V ⊆ Rn¯ × Rn−n¯ = Rn → R
x = (x¯,y) = (x¯1, ..., x¯n¯, y1, ..., yn−n¯) 7→ f (x) . (60)
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We also adapt the multi-index notation to α = (α¯1, α¯2, . . . , α¯n¯, α1, α2, . . . , αn−n¯). We
can still write the most general linear partial differential operator, just as we did earlier, as
L =
∑
|α|≤m ξ
α(x)Dα where now Dα = ∂|α|/∂x¯α¯11 · · · ∂x¯α¯n¯n¯ ∂yα11 · · · ∂yαn−n¯n−n¯ . Moreover,
in general, we use the barred boldface notation v¯ for any vector in I , v¯ = (v¯1, . . . , v¯n¯) ∈
I ⊆ Rn¯.
One may first ask whether a PwP-type method could be used to handle “point” sources
in I ⊆ Rn¯. In other words, can we find a decomposition of u which could be useful for a
problem of the form
Lu (x) = f (x) δ (x¯− x¯p (y)) + g¯ (x) · ∇¯δ (x¯− x¯p (y)) + · · · , (61)
(assuming for simplicity a single point source at x¯p ∈ I ) with ∇¯ = ∂/∂x¯ and given
functions f : U → R, g¯ : U n¯ → R etc.? Intuitively, in order to match the delta function
(derivatives) on the RHS, we might expect u to contain the n¯-dimensional Heaviside func-
tion Θ : D(I )→ R. Thus, in the same vein as (34), a possible attempt (for K < m) might
be to try a splitting such as
u (x) =
∑
σ¯=Πn¯(±)
uσ¯ (x)Θ (σ¯  (x¯− x¯p (y))) , (62)
where Π is here the Cartesian product and  the entrywise product; but whether or not
this will work depends completely upon the detailed form of L. For example, the procedure
might work in the case where L contains a nonvanishingD(1,1,...,1,α1,...,αn−n¯) term, so as to
produce a δ(x¯− x¯p) term upon its action on u (in the form (62)), needed to match the f(x)
term on the RHS of (61). However, this still does not guarantee that all the distributional
terms can in the end be appropriately matched, and so in general, one should not expect that
such an approach in these sorts of problems will yield a workable strategy.
To render the above discussion a little less abstract, let us illustrate what we mean by way
of a very simple example. Consider a two-dimensional Poisson equation onU = {(x, y)} ⊆
R2: (∂2x +∂2y)u = δ2(x, y), where the RHS is the two-dimensional delta function supported
at the origin. An attempt to solve this via our method would begin by decomposing the
solution into a form u =
∑
j u
jΘj , for some suitably-defined Heaviside functions Θj—
supported, for example, on positive/negative half-planes in each of the two coordinates,
or perhaps on each quadrant of R2. However, the RHS of this problem is, by definition,
δ2(x, y) = δ(x)δ(y) = (∂xΘ+(x))(∂yΘ+(y)), and there is no way to get such a term from
the operator L = ∂2x + ∂2y acting on any linear combination of Heaviside functions. The
unconvinced reader is invited to try a few attempts for themselves, and the difficulties with
this will quickly become apparent.
That said, one case in which a PwP-type procedure could work is when the source
contains (one-dimensional) “string”-like singularities (instead of n¯-dimensional “point”-like
ones) in each of the x¯ variables—in other words, when our problem is of the form
Lu (x) =
n¯∑
a=1
fa (x) δ (x¯a − x¯a,p (y)) +
n¯∑
a=1
ga (x) δ′ (x¯a − x¯a,p (y)) + · · · , (63)
with fa : U → R, ga : U → R etc. Then, a decomposition of u which can be tried in such
situations (for K < m) is
u (x) =
n¯∑
a=1
∑
σa=±
ua,σa (x)Θ (σa (x¯a − x¯a,p (y))) . (64)
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4 First order hyperbolic PDEs
We now move on to applications of the PwP method, beginning with first order hyperbolic
equations. First we look at the standard advection equation, and then a simple neural popula-
tion model from neuroscience. Finally, we consider another popular advection-type problem
with a distributional source—namely, the shallow water equations with discontinuous bot-
tom topography—and briefly explain why the PwP method cannot be used in that case.
4.1 Advection equation
As a first very elementary illustration of our method, let us consider the (1+1)-dimensional
advection equation for u(x, t) with a time function singular point source at some x = x∗:{
∂tu+ ∂xu = g (t) δ (x− x∗) , x ∈ I = [0, L] , t > 0 ,
u (x, 0) = 0 , u (0, t) = u (L, t) ,
(65)
where we assume that the source time function g(t) is smooth and vanishes at t = 0. On an
unbounded spatial domain (i.e. x ∈ R), the exact solution of this problem is
uex (x, t) = [Θ (x− x∗)−Θ (x− x∗ − t)] g (t− (x− x∗)) , (66)
i.e. the forward-translated source function in the right half of the future light cone emanating
from x∗. If we suppose that the source location satisfies x∗ ∈ (0, L/2], then (66) is also a
solution of our problem (65) for t ∈ [0, L− x∗].
This precise problem is treated in Ref. [57] using a (polynomial) delta function approxi-
mation procedure, with the following: g(t) = e−(t−t0)2/2, t0 = 8, L = 40 and x∗ = 10+pi.
We numerically implement the exact same setup, but using our PwP method: that is, we de-
compose u = u−Θ− + u+Θ+ where Θ± = Θ(±(x − x∗)). Inserting this into (65), we
get homogeneous PDEs ∂tu± + ∂xu± = 0 to the left and right of the singularity, i.e. on
x ∈ D− = [0, x∗] and x ∈ D+ = [x∗, L] respectively, along with a jump in the solution
[u]∗ = g(t) at the point of the source singularity.
The details of our numerical scheme are described in Appendix C.1. We also offer in
Appendix B a brief description of the PSC methods and notation used therein.
The solution for zero initial data is displayed in Figure 1, and the numerical convergence
in Figure 2. For the latter, we plot—for the numerical solution u at t = T/2—both the
absolute error (in the l2 norm on the CL grids, as in Ref. [57]), abs = ||u − uex||2, as well
as the truncation error in the right CL domain D+ given simply the absolute value of the last
spectral coefficient aN of u+. We see that the truncation error exhibits typical (exponential)
spectral convergence; the absolute error converges at the same rate until N ≈ 40, after
which it converges more slowly because it becomes dominated by the O(∆t) = O(N−2)
error in the finite difference time evolution scheme. Nevertheless, for the same number of
grid points, our procedure still yields a lower order of magnitude of the l2 error as was
obtained in Ref. [57] with a sixth order finite difference scheme (relying on a a source
discretization with 6 moment conditions and 6 smoothness conditions); we present a simple
comparison of these in the following table:
abs N = 80 N = 160
Ref. [57] O(10−2) O(10−3)
PwP method O(10−3) O(10−4)
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Fig. 1 Solution of the problem (65) with zero initial data.
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Fig. 2 Convergence of the numerical scheme for the problem (65).
4.2 Advection-type equations in neuroscience
Advection-type equations with distributional sources arise in practice, for example, in the
modeling of neural populations. In particular, among the simplest of these are the so-called
“integrate-and-fire” models. For some of the earlier work on such models from a neuro-
science perspective, see for example [22, 23] and references therein; for more recent work
focusing on mathematical aspects, see [24,25]. Their aim is to describe the probability den-
sity ρ (v, t) of neurons as a function of certain state variables v and time t. Often the detailed
construction of these models can be quite involved and dependent on a large number of pa-
rameters, so to simply illustrate the principle of our method we here consider the simple case
where the single state variable is the voltage V . Then, generally speaking, the dynamics of
ρ(V, t) takes the form of a Fokker-Planck-type equation on V ∈ (−∞, L] with a singular
source at some fixed V = V∗ < L,
∂tρ+ ∂V (f (V,N (t)) ρ)− σ
2
2 ∂
2
V ρ = N (t) δ (V − V∗) . (67)
The source time function N(t) must be such that conservation of probability, i.e.
∂t
∫
dV ρ = 0, is guaranteed under homogeneous Dirichlet BCs.
As a simplification of this problem, let us suppose, as is sometimes done, that the diffu-
sive part (the second derivative term on the LHS) of (67) is negligible. Moreover, in simple
cases, the velocity function f in the advection term has the form f = −V + constant, and
we just work with the constant set equal to 1. We restrict ourselves to a bounded domain
for V which for illustrative purposes we just choose to be I = [0, L]. Demanding homo-
geneous Dirichlet BCs at the left boundary in conjunction with conservation of probability
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fixes the source time function to be N(t) = (1−L)ρ(L, t). Thus, we are going to tackle the
following problem:{
∂tρ+ ∂V ((1− V ) ρ) = (1− L) ρ (L, t) δ (V − V∗) , V ∈ I = [0, L] , t > 0 ,
ρ (V, 0) = ρ0 (V ) ,
∫
I
dV ρ0 (V ) = 1 , ρ (0, t) = 0 .
(68)
We now implement the PwP decomposition: ρ = ρ−Θ− + ρ+Θ+ with Θ± =
Θ(±(V − V∗)). Inserting this into the PDE (68), we get the homogeneous problems
∂tρ
± + ∂V ((1− V ) ρ±) = 0 on D±, with D− = [0, V∗] and D+ = [V∗, L], along with the
JC [ρ]∗ = 1−L1−V∗ ρ(L, t).
An example solution for Gaussian initial data centered at V = 0.3 is displayed in Figure
3, and the numerical convergence in Figure 4. In the latter, we plot—again for the numerical
solution ρ at the final time—the truncation error as well as (in the absence of an exact
solution) what we refer to as the conservation error, cons = |1 −
∫
I
dV ρ(V, t)|, which
simply measures how far we are from exact conservation of probability. Both of these exhibit
exponential convergence. The integral in cons is computed as a sum over both domains,∫
I
dV ρ =
∫
D− dV ρ +
∫
D+
dV ρ, and numerically performed on each using a standard
pseudospectral quadrature method (as in, e.g., Chapter 12 of Ref. [68]).
This procedure can readily be complexified with the inclusion of a diffusion term, and
indeed we will shortly turn to purely diffusion (heat-type equation) problems in the follow-
ing section.
4.3 Advection-type equations in other applications
Another advection-type application in which one may be tempted to try applying some form
the PwP method is the shallow water equations. Setting the gravitational acceleration to 1,
these read:
∂t
[
h
hu
]
+ ∂x
[
hu
hu2 + 12h2
]
=
[
0
−h∂xB
]
, (69)
where B(x) is the elevation of the bottom topography, h(x, t) is the fluid depth above the
bottom and u(x, t) is the velocity. If the topography is discontinuous, i.e. ifB /∈ C0(R), then
the RHS of (69) will be distributional; this can happen, e.g., if the bottom is a step (ifB = Θ,
then the RHS is
[ 0
−hδ
]
), a wall etc. However, the problem with applying the PwP method
here is that (69) is nonlinear, and so one encounters precisely the sorts of issues detailed at
the end of the preceding section. Indeed, explicit numerical solutions that have been obtained
for (69) in the literature [69, 70] qualitatively indicate that a PwP-type decomposition as
described here would be inadequate (and, anyway, nonsensical mathematically) for such
problems.
5 Parabolic PDEs
We begin by analyzing the standard heat equation and then move on to an application in
finance which includes two (time-dependent) singular source terms.
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Fig. 3 Solution of (68) with (normalized) Gaussian initial data centered at V = 0.3.
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Fig. 4 Convergence of the numerical scheme for the problem (68).
5.1 Heat equation
Let us consider now the (1 + 1)-dimensional heat equation for u(x, t) with a constant point
source at a time-dependent location x = xp(t), with Dirichlet boundary conditions:{
∂tu− ∂2xu = λδ (x− xp (t)) , x ∈ I = [a, b] , t > 0 ,
u (x, 0) = 0 , u (a, t) = α, u (b, t) = β .
(70)
In this case, we do not have the exact solution.
This problem is treated in [38] using a delta function approximation procedure, with the
following setup: I = [0, 1], α = 0 = β and λ = 10; constant-valued and sinusoidal point
source locations xp(t) are considered. We implement here the same, using our PwP method:
we decompose u = u−Θ− + u+Θ+ where Θ± = Θ(±(x − xp(t))). Inserting this into
(70), we get homogeneous PDEs ∂tu± − ∂2xu± = 0 to the left and right of the singularity,
x ∈ D− = [0, xp(t)] and x ∈ D+ = [xp(t), 1] respectively; additionally, we have the
following JCs: [u]p = 0 and [∂xu]p = −λ.
The details of the numerical scheme are given in Appendix C.2, and results for zero
initial data in Figures 5 and 6.
5.2 Heat-type equations in finance
We consider a model of price formation initially proposed in Ref. [26]; see also Refs. [27–
31]. This model describes the density of buyers fB(x, t) and the density of vendors fV(x, t)
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Fig. 5 Solution of the problem (70) with zero initial data.
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Fig. 6 Convergence of the numerical scheme for the problem (70).
in a system, as functions of of the bid or, respectively, ask price x ∈ R for a certain good
being traded between them, and time t ∈ [0,∞).
The idea is that when a buyer and vendor agree on a price, the transaction takes place;
the buyer then becomes a vendor, and vice-versa. However, it is also assumed that there
exists a fixed transaction fee a ∈ R. Consequently, the actual buying price is x + a, and so
the (former) buyer will try to sell the good at the next trading event not for the price x, but
for x + a. Similarly, the profit for the vendor is actually x − a, and so he/she would not be
willing to pay more than x − a for the good at the next trading event. In time, this system
should achieve an equilibrium.
Mathematically, the dynamics of the buyer/vendor densities is assumed to be governed
by the heat equation with a certain source term. The source term in each case is simply the
(time-dependent) transaction rate λ(t), corresponding to the flux of buyers and vendors, at
the particular price where the trading event occurs, shifted accordingly by the transaction
cost. Thus the system is described by{(
∂t − ∂2x
)
fB = λ (t) δ (x− (xp (t)− a)) , for x < xp (t) ,
fB = 0 , for x > xp (t) ,
(71)
and {(
∂t − ∂2x
)
fV = λ (t) δ (x− (xp (t) + a)) , for x > xp (t) ,
fV = 0 , for x < xp (t) ,
(72)
where the free boundary xp(t) represents the agreed price of trading at time t, and the
transaction rate is λ(t) = −∂xfB(xp(t), t) = ∂xfV(xp(t), t). (NB: The functional form of
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λ(t) is uniquely fixed simply by the requirement that the two densities are conserved, i.e.
∂t
∫
dxfB = 0 = ∂t
∫
dxfV, under the assumption that we have homogeneous Neumann
BCs at the left and right boundaries respectively.) Now, we can actually combine this system
into a single problem for the difference between buyer and vendor densities,
f = fBΘ (− (x− xp (t)))− fVΘ (x− xp (t)) . (73)
The “spatial” (i.e. price) domain can be taken to be bounded, and homogeneous Neumann
BCs are assumed at the boundaries. Thus the problem we are interested in is:{
∂tf − ∂2xf = λ (t)
(
δ
(
x− xp− (t)
)− δ (x− xp+ (t))) , x ∈ I = [0, 1] , t > 0 ,
f (x, 0) = fI (x) , f ≷ 0 for x ≶ xp (t) , ∂xf (0, t) = ∂xf (1, t) = 0 .
(74)
where λ(t) = −∂xf(xp(t), t), and we have defined xp±(t) = xp(t)±a. Moreover, one can
show that from this setup, it follows that the free boundary evolves via
x˙p (t) =
∂2xf (xp (t) , t)
λ (t) . (75)
In this case, we have not one but two singular source locations on the RHS of the PDE.
Hence, in order to implement the PwP method, we must here divide the spatial domain
I into three disjoint regions, with the two singularity locations at their interfaces: I =
D− ∪ D0 ∪ D+ with D− = [0, xp−(t)], D0 = [xp−(t), xp+(t)] and D+ = [xp+(t), 1].
Then, we decompose f = f−Θ− + f0Θ0 + f+Θ+ with Θ− = Θ(−(x− xp−(t))), Θ0 =
Θ(x − xp−(t)) − Θ(x − xp+(t)) and Θ+ = Θ(x − xp+(t)). Inserting this into the PDE
(74), we get homogeneous problems (∂t − ∂2x)fσ = 0 on Dσ for σ ∈ {0,±}, along with
the JCs [f ]p± = 0 and [∂xf ]p± = ±λ(t).
Before proceeding to the numerical implementation, we note that it is possible to derive
an exact stationary (i.e. t → ∞) solution of the problem (74). In particular, denoting the
(time-conserved) number of buyers and vendors, respectively, byNB =
∫ xp
0 dxf andNV =
− ∫ 1
xp
dx f , one can show that in the stationary (t→∞) limit,{
NB = −λstata(xstatp − a/2) ,
NV = −λstata(1− xstatp − a/2) ,
(76)
⇔
{
λstat = [− (NB +NV)] / [a (1− a)] ,
xstatp = [2NB + a (NV −NB)] / [2 (NB +NV)] ,
(77)
which we can use to determine the exact stationary solution
lim
t→∞
f (x, t) = f stat (x) =

−λstata , for 0 ≤ x < xstatp− ,
λstat
(
x− xstatp
)
, for xstatp− ≤ x ≤ xstatp+ ,
λstata , for xstatp+ < x ≤ 1 .
(78)
The problem (74) is solved numerically in Ref. [27] (see also section 2.5.2 of [31]) using
(Gaussian) delta function approximations for the source on an equispaced computational
grid. We implement here using our PwP method the exact same setup: in particular, we take
a transaction fee of a = 0.1 and initial data fI(x) = 8756 x3− 7003 x2+ 1752 x. (NB: Despite the
fact that this does not actually satisfy homogeneous Neumann BCs, the numerical evolution
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will force it to.) Analytically, we have xp(0) = 35 and λ(0) = 35. Also, using (77), we
have λstat = − 8855162 and xstatp = 7311012 ≈ 0.7223. As we evolve forward in time, we use
Chebyshev polynomial interpolation to determine the transaction rate λ(t) (i.e. the negative
of the spatial derivative of the solution at xp(t)) as well as the evolution of xp(t) via (75).
The numerical scheme is given in Appendix C.2, and results in Figures 7 and 8. In
particular, in Figure 7 we show the numerical solution for f , and in Figure 8, the price as
a function of time as well as the numerical convergence rates. For the latter, we plot not
only the truncation error but also the absolute error with the stationary solution (78), in this
case, using the infinity norm: abs = ||f − f stat||∞. Of course, since we can only evolve the
solution up to a finite time (which we choose to be t = T = 1), we should not expect this
to converge to zero; however, its decline with increasing N nevertheless serves to illustrate
a good validation of our results.
We remark that our numerical implementation here not only requires an order of mag-
nitude fewer grid points than that of Ref. [27], but in fact yields convergence to the correct
stationary solution while that of Ref. [27] does not. Indeed, in the latter, not only are more
points required (essentially due to the necessity of resolving well enough the Gaussian-
approximated delta functions) but the scheme actually fails, even so, to approach (78) as
well as ours by the same finite time, t = T = 1. (To wit, Ref. [27] obtains xp → 0.71 in the
large t limit, instead of the correct value, 0.7223, which we achieve with our PwP method
as shown in Figure 8.)
6 Second order hyperbolic PDEs
We move on to consider in this section second order hyperbolic problems. In particular, we
first solve the standard (1 + 1)-dimensional elastic wave equation, taking a delta derivative
source. Afterwards, we discuss possible physical applications of this and obstacles thereto—
including problems in gravitational physics and seismology.
6.1 Wave equation
Let us consider the the elastic wave equation, in the form of the following simplified (1+1)-
dimensional problem for u(x, t) with a delta function derivative source at a fixed point
x∗ ∈ I = [0, L], and homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions:{
∂2t u− ∂2xu = g (t) δ′ (x− x∗) , x ∈ I = [0, L] , t > 0 ,
u (x, 0) = 0 , ∂tu (x, 0) = 0 , u (0, t) = 0 = u (L, t) .
(79)
It is actually possible to derive an exact solution for this problem on an unbounded
domain I = R. For the interested reader, the procedure is explained in Appendix D. For
concreteness we take a simple sinusoidal source time function g(t) = κ sin(ωt), in which
case the exact solution reads:
uex (x, t) =κ
[
1
4
∑
σ=±
σsgn (x− x∗ + σt) sin (ω (x− x∗ + σt))
− 12sgn (x− x∗) cos (ω (x− x∗)) sin (ωt)
]
, (80)
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Fig. 7 Solution of the problem (74).
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Fig. 8 Price evolution and convergence of the numerical scheme for the problem (74).
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where sgn(·) is the sign function, with the property d(sgn(x))/dx = 2dΘ(x)/dx = 2δ(x).
To solve (79) numerically, we implement the now familiar PwP decomposition: u =
u−Θ− + u+Θ+ where Θ± = Θ(±(x− x∗)). Inserting this into (79), we get homogeneous
PDEs ∂2t u
± − ∂2xu± = 0 to the left and right of the singularity, x ∈ D− = [0, x∗] and
x ∈ D+ = [x∗, L] respectively, along with the JCs [u]p = −g(t) and [∂xu]p = 0. We
now proceed by recasting (79) as a first-order hyperbolic system for U = [u v w]T with
v = ∂xu and w = ∂tu, as
∂tU =
 0 0 00 0 1
0 1 0
 ∂xU +
 0 0 10 0 0
0 0 0
U on D± , [U]p =
−g0
−g˙
 . (81)
The numerical scheme is given in Appendix C.3, and results in Figures 9 and 10. The
absolute error is again computed in the infinity norm on the CL grids: abs = ||u− uex||∞.
The same problem (79) is considered numerically in Ref. [32], but using a different
(polynomial) source function g(t), and a discretization procedure for the delta function
(derivatives) on the computational grid (carried out in such a way that the distributional
action thereof yields the expected result on polynomials up to a given degree). With our
PwP method here, we obtain the same order of magnitude of the (absolute) error in the nu-
merical solution as that in Ref. [32] for the same (order of magnitude of) number of grid
points; however the drawback of the “discretized delta” method of Ref. [32], in contrast to
the PwP method, is that the solution in the former is visibly quite poorly resolved close to
the singularity.
We add that we have also carried out the solution to the problem shown in Figure 9 us-
ing higher-order (from second up to eighth order) finite-difference time evolution schemes.
These yield no visible improvement (at any order tried) in either the absolute or the trunca-
tion error relative to the first-order time evolution results. Thus the spacial pseudospectral
grid appears to control the total level of the error, with a higher-order scheme for the time
evolution producing, at least in this case, no greater benefits.
6.2 Wave-type equations in physical applications
As we have mentioned, our numerical studies in this paper are largely motivated by their ap-
plicability to the computation of the self-force in gravitational physics. There one encounters
different levels of complexity of this problem, the simplest being that of the self-force due to
a scalar field—as a conceptual testbed for the more complicated and realistic problem of the
full self-force of the gravitational field—in a fixed (non-dynamical) black hole spacetime.
This can refer to a non-spinning (Schwarzschild-Droste3) black hole, where the problem is
of the form (1) where L = ∂2t − ∂2x + V is just a simple (1 + 1)-dimensional wave operator
with some known potential V and a source S = fδ(p), with dim(I ) = 1. We recognize
this now as quite typical for the application of our PwP method, and indeed this has been
done with success in the past [39–46]. As we briefly remarked in the Introduction, the main
3 Most commonly, this is referred to simply as the “Schwarzschild solution” in general relativity. Yet, it has
long gone largely unrecognized that Johannes Droste, then a doctoral student of Lorentz, discovered this
solution independently and announced it only four months after Schwarzschild [71–74], so for the sake of
historical fairness, we here use the nomenclature “Schwarzschild-Droste solution” instead.
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Fig. 9 Solution and convergence of the numerical scheme for the problem (79).
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Fig. 10 Solution (with N = 80) of the same problem as in Figure 9 but using ω = 24.
difference between most of these works and our numerical schemes throughout this paper
is that for the time evolution, rather than relying on finite-difference methods, the former
made use of the method of lines. This can be quite well-suited especially for these types of
(1 + 1)-dimensional hyperbolic problems, which can be formulated in terms of character-
istic fields propagating along the two lightcone directions (t± x = const.). The imposition
of the JCs is then achieved quite simply in this setting by just evolving, in the left domain,
the characteristic field propagating towards the right and relating it (via the JC) to the value
of the characteristic field propagating towards the left in the right domain. For the interested
reader, this kind of procedure is described in detail in Chapter 3 of Ref. [39].
We could also consider the scalar self-force problem in a spinning (Kerr) black hole
spacetime, however the issue there—owing to the existence of fewer symmetries in the
problem than in the non-spinning case—is that dim(I ) = 2 in the time domain (with a
more complicated second-order hyperbolic operator L); however, this could be remedied
for a possible PwP implementation by passing to the frequency domain, which transforms
(1) to an ODE (with dim(I ) = 1, V = ∅, and again, a simple source S = fδ(p)).
The application of the PwP method to the full gravitational self-force is a subject of
ongoing work, however (modulo certain technical problems relating to the gauge choice,
which we will not elaborate upon here) in the Schwarzschild-Droste case it essentially re-
duces to solving the same type of problem (1) with dim(I ) = 1 and S = fδ(p) + gδ′(p).
The equivalent problem in the Kerr case once again suffers from the issue that dim(I ) = 2
in the time domain, so the PwP method cannot be applied there except after a transformation
to the frequency domain (which produces dim(I ) = 1 and S = fδ(p) + gδ′(p) + hδ′′(p) in
this case).
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Outside of gravitational physics, another setting where the PwP technique could also
possibly prove useful is in seismology. There, however, the modeling of seismic waves [32,
34–37] typically involves equations of the form (61) with 3-dimensional delta functions (i.e.
dim(I ) = n¯ = 3, usually referring to the 3 dimensions of ordinary space) which, as we
have amply discussed in relation thereto, are not directly amenable to a PwP-type approach
as such. However, the methods outlined in this paper might be of some use if symmetries
or other simplifying assumptions can, in a situation of interest, reduce the dimension of
the distributional source to 1 (as an alternative to delta function approximation procedures,
which are common practice in this area as well).
7 Elliptic PDEs
Finally, we consider in this section the elliptical problem appearing in section 4.3 of Ref.
[38]: namely, the Poisson equation on a square of side length 2 centered on the origin in R2,
with a simple (negative) one-dimensional delta function source supported on the circle of
radius r∗ = 12 ,{
4R2u = −δ (r − r∗) , on U = [−1, 1]× [−1, 1] ⊂ R2 ,
u = 1− 12 log (2r) , on ∂U .
(82)
In this case, the polar symmetry of the PDE entails that the solution will only depend on the
radial coordinate r (which in this case notationally substitutes the x coordinate in antecedent
sections). Indeed, (82) has an exact solution which is simply given by
uex = 1− 12 log (2r)Θ (r − r∗) . (83)
We can use the fact that in polar coordinates,4R2 = ∂2r + 1r∂r + 1r2 ∂2θ , and so numeri-
cally all we need to do is solve (∂2r + 1r∂r)u(r) = −δ(r− r∗) for a given θ ∈ [0, 2pi], where
the value of θ will determine {r} = I = [0, L] and hence the BC at u(L) (that is, on ∂U ),
and repeat over some set of discrete θ values in case the entire numerical solution on the
(r, θ)-plane is desired.
Thus, we simply implement the PwP method here by writing u = u−Θ− + u+Θ+ for
Θ± = Θ(r− r∗), whereby we obtain the homogeneous equations (∂2r + 1r∂r)u± = 0 along
with the JCs [u]∗ = 0 and [∂ru]∗ = −1.
The detailed numerical scheme is given in Appendix C.4, and results in Figure 11. In this
case, we simply plot the errors along the positive x-axis in R2 on the CL grids: in addition to
the right-domain truncation error, we also show (as is done in Ref. [38]) the absolute error in
both the l1-norm, (1)abs = ||u− uex||1, as well as in the infinity norm, (∞)abs = ||u− uex||∞.
Up to N ≈ 20, we observe the typical (exponential) spectral convergence of all three errors,
with a significant (by a few orders of magnitude) improvement over the results of Ref. [38]
(using delta function approximations) for the latter two.
8 Conclusions
We have expounded in this paper a practical approach—the “Particle-without-Particle”
(PwP) method—for numerically solving differential equations with distributional sources;
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Fig. 11 Convergence of the pseudospectral numerical scheme for the problem (82).
to summarize, one does this by breaking up the solution into (regular function) pieces sup-
ported between—plus, if necessary, at—singularity (“particle”) locations, solving source-
less (homogeneous) problems for these pieces, and then matching them via the appropriate
“jump” (boundary) conditions effectively substituting the original singular source. Build-
ing upon its successful prior application in the specific context of the self-force problem in
general relativity, we have here generalized this method and have shown it to be viable for
any linear partial differential equation of arbitrary order, with the provision that the distribu-
tional source is supported only on a one-dimensional subspace of the total problem domain.
Accordingly, we have demonstrated its usefulness by solving first and second order hy-
perbolic problems, with applications in neuroscience and acoustics, respectively; parabolic
problems, with applications in finance; and finally a simple elliptic problem. In particu-
lar, the numerical schemes we have employed for carrying these out have been based on
pseudospectral collocation methods on Chebyshev-Lobatto grids. Generally speaking, our
results have yielded varying degrees of improvement in the numerical convergence rates rel-
ative to other methods in the literature that have been attempted for solving these problems
(typically relying on delta function approximation procedures on the computational grid).
We stress once more that the main limitations of the our PwP method as developed here
are that it is only applicable to linear problems with one-dimensionally supported distri-
butional sources. Thus, interesting lines of inquiry for future work might be to explore—
however/if at all possible—extensions or adaptations of these ideas (a) to nonlinear PDEs,
which would require working with nonlinear theories of distributions (having potential ap-
plicability to problems such as, e.g., the shallow-water equations with discontinuous bottom
topography); (b) to more complicated sources than the sorts considered in this paper, per-
haps even containing higher-dimensional distributions but possibly also requiring additional
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assumptions, such as symmetries (which might be useful for problems such as, e.g., seis-
mology models with three-dimensional delta function sources).
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A Proof of distributional identity
The base case (n = 0) reads f(x,y)δ(x− xp) ≡ fpδ(x− xp). It is trivial to see that this holds.
Now assume the identity holds for n = k. Then we must prove that it holds for n = k + 1. In other
words, we wish to show that:〈
fδ
(k+1)
(p) , φ
〉
=
〈
(−1)n
n∑
j=0
(−1)j
(n
j
)
f
(n−j)
p δ
(j)
(p), φ
〉
. (84)
We begin with the LHS, and compute:〈
fδ
(k+1)
(p) , φ
〉
=
∫
I
dx f (x,y) δ(k+1)(p) (x)φ (x) (85)
= −
∫
I
dx
(
φ′ (x) f (x,y) + φ (x) f
′
(x,y)
)
δ
(k)
(p) (x) , (86)
using integration by parts. Now, inserting the induction hypothesis,〈
fδ
(k+1)
(p) , φ
〉
= −
∫
I
dx
{
φ′ (x) (−1)k
k∑
j=0
(−1)j
(k
j
)
f
(k−j)
p δ
(j)
(p) (x)
+ φ (x) (−1)k
k∑
l=0
(−1)l
(k
l
)
f
(k+1−l)
p δ
(j)
(p) (x)
}
(87)
= (−1)k+1
{ k∑
j=0
(−1)j
(k
j
)
f
(k−j)
p
∫
I
dxφ′ (x) δ(j)(p) (x)
+
k∑
l=0
(−1)l
(k
l
)
f
(k+1−l)
p
∫
I
dxφ (x) δ(l)(p) (x)
}
(88)
Observe that, via integration by parts, 〈δ(j)(p), φ〉 = (−1)jφ
(j)
p . Hence, the above simplifies to:〈
fδ
(k+1)
(p) , φ
〉
= (−1)k+1
{ k∑
j=0
(k
j
)
f
(k−j)
p φ
(j+1)
p +
k∑
l=0
(k
l
)
f
(k+1−l)
p φ
(l)
p
}
(89)
= (−1)k+1
{ k+1∑
j=1
( k
j − 1
)
f
(k+1−j)
p φ
(j)
p +
k∑
l=0
(k
l
)
f
(k+1−l)
p φ
(l)
p
}
(90)
= (−1)k+1
{
f
(k+1)
p φp +
k+1∑
j=1
[( k
j − 1
)
+
(k
j
)]
f
(k+1−j)
p φ
(j)
p + fpφ
(k+1)
p
}
(91)
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after rearranging the sum terms. Using the recursive formula for the binomial coefficient,
(
k
j−1
)
+
(
k
j
)
=(
k+1
j
)
, and then including the first and last terms in (91) into the sum, we get:
〈
fδ
(k+1)
(p) , φ
〉
= (−1)k+1
k+1∑
j=0
(k + 1
j
)
f
(k+1−j)
p φ
(j)
p . (92)
Now using φ(j)p = 〈δ(p), φ(j)〉 = (−1)j〈δ(j)(p), φ〉, we finally obtain〈
fδ
(k+1)
(p) , φ
〉
=
∫
I
dxφ (x)
[
(−1)k+1
k+1∑
j=0
(−1)j
(k + 1
j
)
f
(k+1−j)
p δ
(j)
(p) (x)
]
(93)
=
〈
(−1)k+1
k+1∑
j=0
(−1)j
(k + 1
j
)
f
(k+1−j)
p δ
(j)
(p), φ
〉
, (94)
which is what we wanted to prove.
B Pseudospectral collocation methods
We use this appendix to describe very cursorily the PSC methods used for the numerical schemes in this
paper and to introduce some notation in relation thereto. For good detailed expositions see, for example,
Refs. [68, 75, 76].
We work on Chebyshev-Lobatto (CL) computational grids. On any domain [a, b] = D ⊆ I , these
comprise the (non-uniformly spaced) set of N points {Xi}Ni=0 ⊂ D obtained by projecting onto D those
points located at equal angles on a hypothetical semicircle having D as its diameter. That is to say, the CL
grid on the “standard” spectral domain D s = [−1, 1] is given by
Xsi = − cos
(
pii
N
)
, ∀0 ≤ i ≤ N , (95)
which can straightforwardly be transformed (by shifting and stretching) to the desired grid on D . For any
function f : D → R we denote via a subscript its value at the i-th CL point, f(Xi) = fi, and in slanted
boldface the vector containing all such values,
f =

f0
f1
...
fN
 . (96)
There exists an (N +1)× (N +1) matrix D, the so-called CL differentiation matrix, such that the derivative
values of f can be approximated simply by applying it to (96), i.e. f ′ = Df . For convenience, we also
employ the notation M(ri : rf, ci : cf) to refer to the part of any matrix M from the ri-th to the rf-th row and
from the ci-th to the cf-th column. (A simple “:” indicates taking all rows/columns.)
C Numerical schemes for distributionally-sourced PDEs
C.1 First-order hyperbolic PDEs
We apply a first order in time finite difference scheme to the homogeneous PDEs; thus, prior to imposing
BCs/JCs, the equations become 1∆t (u
±
k+1 − u±k ) = −D±u±k , where the vectors u±k contain the values
of the solutions on the CL grids at the k-th time step, D± is the CL differentiation matrix on the respective
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domains, and ∆t is our time step. We can rewrite the discretized PDE as u±
k+1 = u
±
k
−∆tD±u±
k
= s±
k
.
To impose the BC and JC, we modify the equations as follows:
[
u−
k+1
u+
k+1
]
=
 u
+
N,k
s−
k
(2 : N + 1)
u−
N,k
+ gk
s+
k
(2 : N + 1)
 . (97)
Similarly, for our neuroscience application, we discretize the PDE using a first order finite difference
scheme: 1∆t (ρ
±
k+1−ρ±k ) = −D±R±k whereR±i,k = (1−V ±i )ρ±i,k . Hence, prior to imposing the BC/JC,
we have ρ±
k+1 = ρ
±
k
−∆tD±R±
k
= s±
k
. To impose the BC/JC, we just modify the equations accordingly:
[
ρ−
k+1
ρ+
k+1
]
=
 0s−k (2 : N + 1)ρ−
N,k
+ 1−L1−V∗ ρ
+
N,k
s+
k
(2 : N + 1)
 . (98)
C.2 Parabolic PDEs
In these problems, we have moving boundaries for the CL grids (since the location of the singular source is
time-dependent). The mapping for transforming the standard (fixed) spectral domain [−1, 1] into an arbitrary
(time-dependent) one, say D = [a(t), b(t)], is given by
V × [0, 1]→V × D (99)
(T,X) 7→ (t (T ) , x (T,X)) , (100)
where
t (T ) =T , (101)
x (T,X) = b− a
2
X + a+ b
2
. (102)
For transforming back, we have
V × D →V × [0, 1] (103)
(t, x) 7→ (T (t) , X (t, x)) , (104)
where
T (t) = t , (105)
X (t, x) = 2x− a− b
b− a . (106)
Thus, for any function f(t, x) in these problems, we must take care to express the time partial using the chain
rule as
∂f
∂t
= ∂f
∂T
∂T
∂t
+ ∂f
∂X
∂X
∂t
(107)
= ∂f
∂T
− 2
(b− a)2
[
(b− x) a˙+ (x− a) b˙
] ∂f
∂X
, (108)
where in the second line we have used (105)-(106).
Now, let us use this to formulate the numerical schemes for our problems—first, for the heat equation.
Let D±
k
denote the CL differentiation matrices on each of the two domains at the k-th time step. Then, using
(108), we have here the following finite difference formula for the homogeneous PDEs prior to imposing
BCs/JCs: 1∆t (u
±
k+1 − u±k ) = (D±k )2u±k − C±k Du±k , where D is the CL differentiation matrix on [−1, 1]
and C−
k
= diag([2/(xp(tk))2][(−x−i )x˙p(tk)]), C+k = diag([2/(1−xp(tk))2][(x+i −1)x˙p(tk)]). Thus
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u±
k+1 = u
±
k
+ ∆t[(D±
k
)2 − C±
k
D]u±
k
= s±
k
. We can implement the BCs and JCs, by modifying the first
and last equations on each domain:
1 0 · · · 0 0
0 1 · · · 0 0
...
...
. . .
...
. . .
0 0 · · · 1 0
0 D+
k
(1, :)
0 0 1 · · · 0
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 · · · 1


u−
k+1
u+
k+1
 =

0
s−
k
(2 : N)
u+0,k
D−
k
(N, :)u−
k
− λ
s+
k
(2 : N)
0
 . (109)
Note that we are actually introducing an error by using (for convenience and ease of adaptability) D+
k
instead
of D+
k+1 on the LHS (in the equation for u
+
0,k+1). However, one can easily convince oneself that D
+
k+1 −
D+
k
= O(∆t), which is already the order of the error of the finite difference scheme, so we are not actually
introducing any new error in this way. Furthermore, because we use up the last equation foru−
k
to impose the
JC on u (i.e. we do not have an equation for u−
N,k
), we must use the derivative at the previous point (i.e., at
u−
N−1,k) in order to impose the derivative JC. Hence on the RHS, we useD
−
k
(N, :) instead ofD−
k
(N+1, :).
The scheme for the finance model is analogous. We use again the first-order finite-difference method for
the homogeneous equations, 1∆t (f
σ
k+1−fσk ) = (Dσk )2fσk −CσkDfσk with the matricesCσk defined similarly
to those in the heat equation problem (again using (108)); thus fσk+1 = f
σ
k + ∆t[(D
σ
k )
2 −CσkD]fσk = sσk .
To impose the BCs/JCs, we modify the equations appropriately:
D−
k
(1, :)
0 1 · · · 0 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 · · · 1 0
0 0 · · · 0 1

 f−k+1
 =

0
s−1,k
...
s−
N,k
f00,k
 , (110)

D0k(1, :)
0 1 · · · 0 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 · · · 1 0
0 0 · · · 0 1

 f0k+1
 =

D−
k
(N, :)f−
k
− λk
s01,k
...
s0N,k
f+0,k
 , (111)

D+
k
(1, :)
0 1 · · · 0 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 · · · 1 0
D+
k
(N + 1, :)

 f+k+1
 =

D0k(N, :)f
0
k + λk
s+1,k
...
s+
N,k
0
 . (112)
C.3 Second-order hyperbolic PDEs
We again apply a first order in time finite difference scheme to the homogeneous PDEs; prior to imposing
BCs/JCs, the equations become
1
∆t
 u±k+1v±
k+1
w±
k+1
− [ u±kv±
k
w±
k
] = C± [ u±kv±
k
w±
k
]
, (113)
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where
C± =
[
0 0 0
0 0 I
0 I 0
][
D± 0 0
0 D± 0
0 0 D±
]
+
[
0 0 I
0 0 0
0 0 0
]
=
[
0 0 I
0 0 D±
0 D± 0
]
. (114)
We can rewrite the discretized PDE as u±k+1v±
k+1
w±
k+1
 = (∆tC± + I)[ u±kv±
k
w±
k
]
=
[
s±
k
y±
k
z±
k
]
. (115)
To impose the BCs and JCs, we modify the equations as follows:
1 · · · 0 0
...
. . .
... 0
0 · · · 1 0
D−(N + 1, :)
[u−k+1
]
=
[
0
s−
k
(2 : N)
D+(1, :)u+
k
]
, (116)
[
u+
k+1
]
=
[
u−
N−1,k+1 − gk
s+
k
(2 : N)
0
]
, (117)[
v−
k+1
v+
k+1
]
=
[
D−u−
k+1
D+u+
k+1
]
, (118)
[
w−
k+1
w+
k+1
]
=

0
z−
k
(2 : N + 1)
w−
N,k+1 − g˙k+1
z+
k
(2 : N)
0
 , (119)
C.4 Elliptic PDEs
In this case we have no time evolution, and we simply need to solve ((D±)2 + diag(1/X±i )D±)u± =
M±u± = 0, modified appropriately to account for the BCs and JCs. In particular, we first solve for u+
using the BCs, and then for u− using the solution for u+ to implement the JCs:[
M+(1 : N − 1, :)
0 0 · · · 0 1
D+(N + 1, :)
]
u+ =
[
0(1 : N − 1)
1− 12 log(2L)
− 12L
]
, (120)[
M−(1 : N − 1, :)
0 0 · · · 0 1
D−(N + 1, :)
]
u− =
[
0(1 : N − 1)
u+0
D+(1, :)u+ + 1
]
. (121)
D Exact solution for the elastic wave equation
A useful method for obtaining exact solutions to the problem (79) on I = R is outlined in Ref. [32]; we
follow the same procedure here, except using a sinusoidal source time function (rather than a polynomial, as
is done in Ref. [32]).
We begin by Fourier transforming the PDE in the spatial domain, using
uˆ (ξ, t) =
∫
R
dxu (x, t) e−iξx , u (x, t) = 1
2pi
∫
R
dξ uˆ (ξ, t) eiξx . (122)
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Thus, multiplying the PDE in (79) by e−iξx, integrating over R and applying integration by parts with the
assumption of vanishing boundary terms, we get the following equation for the Fourier transform of u:
¨ˆu+ ξ2uˆ = iξg (t) e−iξx∗ . (123)
One can easily check that the exact solution of (123), with initial conditions uˆ(ξ, 0) = 0 = ˙ˆu(ξ, 0), is simply
uˆ (ξ, t) = 1
2
e−iξx∗
∑
σ=±
σeσiξt
∫ t
0
dτ g (τ) e−σiξτ . (124)
Inserting g(τ) = κ sin(ωτ) into (124) and carrying out the integrals, we get
uˆ = iκe
−iξx∗
ξ2 − ω2 [ξ sin (ωt)− ω sin (ξt)] . (125)
Finally, plugging (125) back into (122) and using∫
R
dξ ξe
iξ(x−x∗)
ξ2 − ω2 = ipisgn (x− x∗) cos (ω (x− x∗)) , (126)∫
R
dξ sin (ξt) e
iξ(x−x∗)
ξ2 − ω2 =
ipi
2ω
∑
σ=±
σsgn (x− x∗ + σt) sin (ω (x− x∗ + σt)) , (127)
we get the solution (80).
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